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Ein kenntnisreiches Vorwort von Dieter Schlenstedt ist der Auswahl vorangestellt. Schlenstedt betont die Gattungsvielfalt der Werke Brauns und hält fest, daß das Buch verschiedene Stufen eines noch nicht abgeschlossenen Reifeprozesses widerspiegelt.

Wenn man nach einer Grundformel für das dichterische Anliegen des Autors suche, ließe sich "Brüderlichkeit" als solche verstehen.

Sigfrid Hoefert
University of Waterloo
Canada

---


John's book seeks to serve two main purposes—to be both a scientific investigation of the cultural processes set in motion by the GDR (theory) and also a source of useful tips for the busy cultural functionaries charged with supervising and promoting these processes (practice). The author is explicit about the overriding political and ideological aim of all cultural activities—to produce socialist personalities and a socialist way of life as conceived by the SED. The economic factor is also highlighted in the recurrent question "How can cultural activities help find the solutions to our economic tasks?" In this last respect John notes that, given the limited financial resources available for cultural activities, these should always be selected according to which are socially most useful. Thus, in a factory for instance, expenditure on cultural activities can be justified to the extent that they bring nearer the solution of the political, ideological and economic problems facing that factory. One is struck by the way in which these pressures combine to produce an unmistakable undercurrent of Bevormundung in the planning process. It is cultural functionaries who must decide which cultural activities should be offered under which circumstances to which social strata and groups. One may not assume that what is necessary in cultural life is spontaneously and subjectively striven for by working-people... On the other hand not everything which people subjectively strive for is objectively necessary for the development of their culture.

This quotation gives a sample of a basic fault in the book: much of its theorizing takes the form of pedestrian generalization (allied with ideological jargon and a tendency to over-conceptualize) which will not make many readers anxious to plough this particular field more than once, especially as the rewards do not always appear commensurate with the effort necessary to gain them. For example, John offers the reader, as a summary of recent cultural-sociological research and its theoretical analysis, the platitude that the more highly developed a person's Kulturniveau and his interests in the cultural sphere are, the more likely it is that he will belong to more than just one cultural organization. The reader waits in vain for a critical presentation of specific identifiable examples from real life of the work of the cultural functionary--the local, worm's eye view of cultural processes. This would have made John's work livelier and infinitely more interesting to read, would have enabled him to measure some of the general theory against the yardstick of specific practice, and would have provided the reader with a taste of that elusive but invaluable commodity--detailed empirical data. Even in a book like this, which is intended as an outline of the planners' central concerns, there must surely be room for the breath of living evidence.
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